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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ICT for Sustainable Rural Development project was initialized in 2004 with 

pre-feasibility studies. ISRQ is a project that was initiated by the 

Government of Malawi, Ministry of Information and Tourism through 

MACRA with the aim of supporting Government efforts to reduce poverty 

and isolation of the ~ural communities by making accessible ICT enabled 

services through scalable and cost effective communication 

infrastructure: pilot multipurpose community telecentres in some selected 

rural areas in Malawi have been proposed. 

The pre-feasibility studies involved preliminary surveys in 5 rural growth 

centres of Malawi on a possibility of establishing pilot multipurpose 

community telecentres. Out of the 5 sites surveyed, 3 sites were identifiecf 

for further detailed feasibility studies and market surveys for telecentre 

services. The three sites were identified based on their adequate 
economic activihes, presence of some basic infrastructure such as roads, 

electricity and telecommunications, 

The finalization of the feasibility studies and market research surveys 

involved three phases as follows: Field research activity, Review of field 

research findings and One day dissemination workshop of the feasibility 

study findings. 

ln the first phase of the project, field research activity the following was 

achieved: 

1. 102 qualitative and quantitative interview based questionnaires 

2. I67 female (55. 3'%) interviewees participation 

3, Telecenter social and environmental awareness in the three project 

sites 



4. Interim report and financial report submitted to both UNIDO and 

ICS 

The second phase of the project which was Review of Field Research 

findings achieved the following: 

1. Correction of field research findings 

2. Consensus by the communities on the results of the field research 

findings 

3. Identification of site for telecentre implementation 

4. Activity report submitted to ICS 

The third and last phase of the project, the workshop achieved the 

following: 

1. Consultation meetings with banking and telecom institutions on a 
possible public-private partnership to support the telecentre 

2. Successful organization of the workshop presenting the results of the 

feasibility study findings attended by more than 52 participants from 

local communities, civil society organizations, government, private 

sector companies and the donor-community. 

3, Pledges of support from the banking institutions, NGOs and donor 

community 

4, Vv'ay forward and recommendations for the pilot project 

implementation phase 

5, Final report submitted to UNIDO and ICS 



The summary of expenditure of field survey on the ICT for sustainable rural 

development project and organization of the workshop is summarized in 

the table below. 
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The feasibility studies which involved an extensive participatory 

consultafion, based on a combination of Rapid Rural Appraisals (RRAj 

and quesfionnaire surveys, wifh the local authorities and the communities 

provided invaluable information. The 700 people involved confirmed a 
great willingness fo contribute fo have the tefecentre in force in the 

shortest fime and estimated the key elements for sustainability: refevance, 

demancf, wealth and ownership. A qualifative and quantitative profile of 

stakeholders described in the study show that the average stakeholder 

lCT expenditure ranges from USD 5. 6 — 1 1/month in the project sites, In 

addition, the stakeholders reduced fhe potential impfementafion risks as 

they identified the locations and the main concerns concenfrated 



especially on low incomes, staff attitude and prices. Availability of 

maintenance skills remains a concern until enough technicians will be 

trained, 

The studies revealed that the telecentre will have a large economic 

impact. it is roughly estimated that the telecentre may save to the 

population travelling costs equivalent to approx USD76, 000- 99, 000 and to 

17, 000-34, 000 working days per month depending on the catchment. 

Such cost-savings could be partially converted in higher-value added 

services with the aim to generate more income and social welfare 

On financial sustainability, the studies. showed that yearly inflows from sales 

of services will be between USD8, 000 — 25, 000 depending on site, 

However, for the telecentre to be financially sustainable, annual revenues 

will need to reach USD85 000, In light of the above, the study 

recommended a trusteeship with a public-private partnership model 

where international donors set-up the telecentre; the Government of 

Malawi connects the telecentres to the grid electricity while operational 

costs are covered by revenues from the population {10%-22% of necessary 

yearly inflows depending on the site) and private partners {telecom 

operators, banks, foundations) acquire services and the government 

subsidizes the balance in equal parts. It has been recommended that all 

the partners should contribute their expertise and advisory participating to 

the 10 members Local Committee whose majority should be composed of 

catchment representatives. After 3-5 years, depending on the results, the 

telecentres should be handed over to the established Community Based 

Organisations. 
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PHASE 1: FIELD RESEARCH ACTIVITY 

The first phase of the market research for the ISRD project involved field 

research activity in the three selected catchments of the project namely: 

Karonga-Lupaso, Kasungu-Mphepo and Mwanza-Kanduku, The objective 

of the exercise was to estimate the revenues which might be raised within 

the 5 km radius of each catchment, The expectecl output was 300 quality 

interview based questionnaires. 

The market research activities were carried out in 21 days from 16'" 

January 2006 — 5'" February 2006. A total of six (6) multi-perspective 

researchers carried out the activities. 

The team had consultative a meeting with ! 1 local leaders in Karonga 

Lupaso where the telecenter concept was explained and the social and 

environmental awareness was raised. Interview based questionnaires 

were administered to the stakeholders that were identified during the 

focus groups in August, 2005 A total of 102 people attended the 

interviews with 72 females and 28 males. 

In Kasungu-Mphepo the research team had consultative meeting with 14 

local leaders where the telecenter concept was explained and the social 

and environmental awareness was raised. Interview based questionnaires 

were administered to the stakeholders that were identified during the 

focus groups in August, 2005. A total of 100 people attended the 

interviews with 51 females and 49 males composition. 

The field research activity ended in Mwanza-Kanduku where the team 

had also a consultative meeting with more than 30 local traditional and 

religious leaders. The research team briefed the local leaders on the 



telecenter concept and also discussed on the social and environmental 

issues. interview based questionnaires were administered to the 

stakeholders that were identified during the focus groups in August, 2005. 

A total of 100 people attended the interviews with 44 females and 56 

males composition. 

The interview based questionnaire information collected was input into 

excel for processing by the project consultant. A report Phase 1, interim 

report was prepared and submitted to both UNlDO, Vienna and iCS, 

Trieste. A total expenditure of MW!' 951, 249. 20 was used to carry out 

Phase 1 of the project activities. 





PHASE TWO 

Revie of Field Research Findings 



1. 0 fNTRODUCTtON 

As a continuation of the consultative feasibility studies for the ICT for 

Sustainable Rural Development (ISRD) project, the lSRD team 

carried out Phase 2 of the project, which was the review of findings 

and conclusions in the three districts of the project; Karonga, 

Kasungu and Mwanza, The objective of the review was to discuss 

with the local people and their leaders on the results of the market 

research that was carried out in the respective areas in January 

and February 2006. The deliverable of the review activity was 

service demand, telecenter revenues and other findings checked 

by the communities. 

Phase 2 of the project was carried out by two members of the ISRD 

team namely; Emily Khamula and Soustain Chigalu both from 

MACRA, The execution of the activity was planned fo take nine (9) 

days, 13» — 21&' March 2006, three (3) days for each district, The first 

day was for travelling, the second day was for meeting 

preparations and the third day was for the actual meeting and 

discussions with the local people. 



2. 0 ISRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK PROGRAMME FOR KARONGA- 

LUPASO 

On 14» March the ISRD team visited the office of the District 

Commissioner (DC) for Karonga to inform him of the results of the 

ISRD market research carried out in the district in January 2006. 

However the DC was reported out of office as such the lSRD team 

met with the Direclor of Administration (DoA), Mr Sakala and 

briefed him on the results of the project and informed him that the 

team will meet the local leaders and the people of Lupaso area to 

brief them on the same findings and have their consensus on the 

results. 

The Director of Administration welcomed the team and the results 

of the market research as it came from the people themselves 

during the questionnaire based interviews, The ISRD team also 

briefed the DoA of the need for electricity in Lupaso area for the 

telecenter. He was also shown the electricity quotation from ESCOM 

amounting to MK 9 366 000. The lSRD team asked the DoA of any 

plans by the cfistrict assembly or any other projects to electrify 

l. upaso, such as the Malawi Rural Electrification Project (MAREP). 

However the DoA said that there is no project intending to electrify 

Lupaso School in particular, 

2. 1 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ISRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK IN 

KARONGA — I. UPASO AREA, 15' MARCH 2006 
The meeting was opened with a prayer at 2. 00pm. The participants 

at the meeting were 45 villagers and 8 local leaders as follows; 

1, Village Headman (VH) Mwakwama 

2. VH Simon 



3. VH Mwambanya 

4. VH Sefu 

5. VH Mwasyokela 

6. VHMulwa 

7. VH Mwansutepe 2 

8. VH Mwanganda 

Karonga lSRD facilitator Mr. Mwafongo thanked all the participants 

for attending the meeting, and appreciated the fact that though 

they are busy people but have managed to come to the meeting. 

The facilitator briefed participants that the purpose of the meeting 

was for the lSRD team to give feedback of the Market Research 

which was conducted in January 2006. 

The participants were informed that the research analysis showed 

that the majority of interviewees opted for Lupaso School as the 

location for the telecenter as specified. Participants did not give 

alternative views to the felecenter location as they all agreed to 

the outcome of the results, The lSRD team further informed the 

participants that the research analysis indicated that the telecenter 

should be run by a village committee. However the participants 

correcfed the results indicafing that a multi-stakeholder "local 

committee" should run the telecenter since a village committee is 

of narrow scope because it consists of members from one village 

only which would not be appropriate in this context. A local 

committee was recommended as it will comprise members from 

different villages. 



The ISRD team also asked the local people in Lupaso on how they 

would improve revenue generated from the telecenter bearing in 

mind that the research outcomes show that annual operating cost 

for the telecenter has been estimated at MV6 million against annual 

revenues of Ml 900, 000. 00. The participants indicated that they 

would ensure that the community is sensitised to use telecenter 

services and even put adverts on the radio. Further it was explained 

that Lupaso School is surrounded by many villages that faII out of 

Lupaso catchment area but would definitely need access to 

telecenter services from Lupaso. Furthermore, participants 

explained that some of the interviewees did not give the right 

answers because of ignorance and did not know the benefits of the 

ICTs, internet for example, since they have never used such services 

before. The participants assured the ISRD team that people at 

Lupaso will make sure that telecenter services are fully utilized. 

The participants also indicated that people will obtain loans from 

micro-credit financial institutions, for instance the newly formed 

Malawi Rural Development Fund (Mardef) to run businesses and 

generate profits some of which will be used to access telecenter 

services, On top of ?his, the local people explained that Lupaso 

area has a lot of people and a lot of economic activities It was also 

suggested that possibly people, when asked may contribute some 

money to subsidize the operations. 

In conclusion, the local leaders assured the ISRD team that they 

welcome the project and will be cooperative for the 

implementation of the telecenter, Below are some of the pictures 



captured during the market research feedback sessions at Karonga 
— Lupaso. 

Figure 2. l: Emily Khamula Presenting ISRD Market Research Results 



Figure 2. 2: Participants Captured During Question Time 

Figure 2. 3: Women Participants Listening Attentively to the Market 

Research Findings 



Figure 2A: Local Leaders (Right Row) listening to the discussion of the lSRD 

Market Research Results 



3. 0 1SRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK PROGRAMME FOR MPHEPO- 

KASUNGU 

On March 17, 2006 the lSRD team mef the DC for Kasungu to inform 

him of the findings of telecenter market research which was 

conducted in Mphepo catchment area. The lSRD team informed 

the DC that people of Mphepo area had much preference for the 

felecenter to be located at Mphepo area by 38 %%uo of the people 

interviwed, secondly Wimbe Trading Centre, 27 %%uo, Mtunthama, 23 

'K, and other places 12 %%u. . 

On the issue of population, the DC and the Director of 

Administration were asked to verify with the data that Mphepo 

cafchment has a population of 118 139. However they were 

sceptical of this figure considering the fact that Kasungu has got 30 

traditional authorities (T/As) and the total population of Kasungu 

stands at about 500 000. The Director of Administration pledged to 

cross check fhe population for Mphepo catchment area and send 

the information to MACRA as soon as possible. The office of the 

DC acknowledged receipt of the correspondences from MACRA 

and communicated to T/A Wimbe of the meeting to be held on 

March 18, 2006. 

The lSRD team proceeded fo meet the local facilitator, Kornani Phiri 

and T/A Wimbe to confirm for the market research feedback on the 

following day. The meeting was confirmed to involve about 10 local 

leaders and 40 loca! people who attended interviews during fhe 

market research in January 2006. 



The ISRD team also followed up the electricity quotation from 

Kasungu ESCOM. The Officer-in-charge assured the team that 

electricity grid is within Mphepo Trading Center and the cost of 

electrifying the telecenter will not exceed MWK 10 000 since the 

area has got a transformer already. He asked the ISRD team on 

behalf of MACRA to fill in the application form and that the 

quotation will be sent to MACRA as soon as possible. 

3. 1 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ISRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK IN 
KASUNGU — MPHEPO AREA, 'Ie TH MARCH 2006 
The meeting was conducted at Vikwa Primary School in Mphepo 

village and started off at 10:00 am with a word of prayer The 

meeting was attended by 40 local people and 9 local leaders as 

follows' 

I, Traditional Authority (T/A) Wimbe 

2. Group Village Headman (GVH) Mphepo 

3, GVH Makanda 

4. GVH Mtalimanja 

5. GVH Chinyero 

6. GVH Mphonongo 

7. Senior GVH Bweya 

8. CCAP Church Representative 

9. Islam Representative 

The local facilitator Komani Phiri was the convenor of the meeting. The 

T/A welcomed the ISRD team and thanked the team for keeping its 

promise to come back for the feedback session, 



Participants at the meeting were informed that the market research 

shows that 38% of the interviewees preferred Mphepo as the location 

for the telecenter. The participants together with the local leaders 

confirmed of the location as the manifestation of the wish of the 

people. As of the site for the telecenter the local people and the 

leaders said that their high preference was Vikwa School which falls 

within Mphepo area near the trading centre. The exact site for the 

telecenter will be confirmed by the local committee managing the 

telecenter project. 

Participants at the meeting were also asked to confirm the problems 

which were cited to likely make them have difficulties to use the 

telecenter. The people agreed with all the problems as a true 

reflection of the ground situation. The T/A emphasized on the financial 

constraints that the problem will be real in the area because of the 

drought and erratic rains that spoiled both cash and food crops. The 

erratic rains have drastically reduced agricultural production in the 

area and have left many farmers desperate. 

The local leaders together with their subjects were asked to verify with 

the. population estimate figure for Mphepo catchment area which was 

118 139. The people agreed with the estimate population for the area 

pointing out that the area has more people because of the large 

number of farming estates in the area, Kamuzu Academy staff and the 

surrounding trading centres. The people also claimed that T/A Wimbe 

area has a very big area and is the T/A with the largest area and 

people, almost lhree times an average T/A population in Kasungu 

district, The people also indicated that once a telecenter is established 

in the area it wilt not only benefit people in the 5 km radius but also far 



distant people such as Chamama, Ndonda areas who have no any 

other means to access ICTs. However, the participants strongly 

confirmed that the population of the area should be around I00 000 

people. The T/A also confirmed this emphasizing that the area is 

characterised by many young people as evident that most of the 

interviewees in the market research were young people. 

On the security issue for the telecenter, the parficipants said that 

security risk in Mphepo area is rated as LOW. The area has also a high 

security record because of the control and authority of T/A Wirnbe and 

people are cooperative upon his instructions. 

Telecenter usage seasonality chart was confirmed by the people to be 

true and reflecting the seasonaIity on how things are done in the area. 

It was mentioned that months beginning May to September most 

people have time and more money that they can use the telecenter 

freqventIy since it is a selling season for agricultural commodities. For 

the period October to April, people said that they are busy with 

farming and telecenter patronage should indeed be expected to be 

The T/A also hinted that for the first two years, the telecenter project 

may suffer on fow utilization because of the drought situation that has 

hit the area in the 2005/6 farming season, The situation may ease in 

2007 if good rains come and good harvest results. 

Participants and local leaders agreed with fhe findings that the 

telecenter be run by a multi-stakeholder local committee. On the 

female representation in the management committee some 



participants were of the opinion that males should form a majority in 

the committee. However the consensus agreecf that the composition 

should be 50-50 % by male and female. The participants also agreed 

that other implementing organisations be given the opportunity to be 

represented in the management committee so that the local people 

can learn from other experts in the implementation and running of a 
telecenter project. Training to the management committee was highly 

recommended as one way of capacity building to committee 

members to manage the telecenter which is technical in nature. 

On salaries for telecenter staff, the participants and the local leaders 

felt the issue was technical and complicated for them to discuss. 

However, the people were of the opinion that Malawian standard 

salaries scheme together with qualifications should be used by the 

management committee to decide on the right remuneration 

package. 

The operation time of the telecenter was agreed to be from 7:00 am to 

8:00 pm. 

Participants and local leaders were of the preference that telecenter 

staff be recruited locally from the same catchment area. This will help 

in integrating the community into the telecenter activities and mitigate 

any other negative effects, 

On the fees/allowances to be given to the telecenter management 

committee, there was much deliberation to decide on the 

compensation. initial deliberations indicated that the committee 

should meet once a month, they should be given between MK500- 

MK 1500 as an allowance. This was based on the cost of living and as 
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practised by other organisations ie. private schools board of trustee 

members, It was again argued that the management committee for 

the telecenter will be very important and deserve a higher allowance 

to prevent them from mismanaging the funds. However, some 

participants felf the allowances were too high and beat the sole 

purpose of the telecenter as a development tool to benefit people in 

the area. As such a new allowance scheme was proposecl, between 

MK 200 — MK 500 for a meeting. The new scheme was further justified by 

teachers who argued thaf when they go for a meeting at the Teacher 

Development Center they get MK 250 to cover for lunch and transport. 

fn his closing remarks, T/A Wimbe said that he appreciates the 

development project and said that this is the beginning of a 
technological era in the area. Me indicated that he will encourage 

cooperation among local leaders in the area to ensure sustainability of 

the telecenter. Furthermore, he said that since many youths 

participated in the market research, this is an indication that the 

telecenter has a future since the youths are still growing, Finally, the 

T/A assured ISRD team that since the next phase of the project is 

implementation, people in the area are ready to be cooperative with 

the other stakeholders for the project, 

3. 2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In case of unavailability of reliable population statistics for Mphepo 

catchment, the telecenter should be designed to serve a 
population of no more than 30 000 people. To design and establish 

a telecenter serving more than 100 000 people would be a bizarre. 

Alternatively, resources permitting two telecenters can be 

13 



established in the area, one at Mphepo and anofher af Wimbe so 

us to serve as many people as possible. 

Below are some of the pictures captured during the markef 

research feedback sessions. 

Figure 3. 1: T/A Wimbe Addressing Participants at the Meeting During 

Opening Remarks 



Figure 3. 2: Woman Participant Contributing to the Discussion of the 

7elecenter Market Research Results 

Figure 3. 3: Soustain Chigalu (Left) Confirming Telecenter Usage Seasonality 

Using a Bar Chart 
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Figure 3. 4: Local Leader Emphasising a Point During the Discussions 

Figure 3. 5; Sample of Participants During the Market Research Feedback 

Session 
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4. 0 fSRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK PROGRAMME FOR MPHEPO- 

KASUNGU 

On 20'" March 2006, the ISRD market research team visited the 

office of the District Commissioner for Mwanza to brief him on the 

findings of the Market Research which was conducted at Mwanza- 

Kanduku area in February 2006. The DC welcomed the results of the 

market research and Kanduku l Court as the location for fhe 

telecenter. The DC felt that the choice of the people in the area 

was a proof of their participation in the telecenter project 

consultation process. He welcomed the ISRD team to go ahead 

with the feedback programme to the local people so that they can 

hear for themselves of the market research results. 

The ISRD team proceeded to Kanduku l area to meet the local 

facilitator and help with the preparations for the meeting, including 

confirming the venue of the meeting for the following day 

The ISRD team also followed up electricity quotation with Mwanza 

ESCOM. The Officer-in-Charge asked MACRA to fill in the 

application form for the survey in the area. The survey was done the 

same day and the results were sent to BIantyre office for the 

preparation of a quotation, The ISRD team was advised to follow up, 

the quotation with ESCOM BIantyre office. 



4. 1 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ISRD MARKET RESEARCH FEEDBACK IN 

MWANZA — KANDUKU AREA, 21s~ MARCH 2006 

The meeting was opened with a prayer at 9. 15am. In attendance 

at the meeting were 55 villagers and 11 local leaders as follows; 

I, T/A Kanduku 

2. VH Kanduku 1 

3. VH Liwonde 

4. VH Rabson 

5, VH Chithumbwi 

6. VH Chikolosa 

7. VH Hau 

8. VHKanduku 2 

9. VH Kanduku 3 

10, Living Waters Church Representative 

11 CCAP Church Representative 

The local facilitator Mr, Ignatius Chidzulo briefed participants Ihat 

the purpose of the meeting was for ISRD team to give feedback on 

the market research which was conducted in February 2006. The 

ISRD team also thanked all participants for attending the meeting, 

and appreciated the fact that though they are busy people they 

managed to come for the meeting. The participants were informed 

that the market research analysis showed that the majority of 

interviewees opted for Kanduku I Court as the location for the 

telecenter. The participants agreed with the location identified 

during the market research citing Kanduku I Court as centre to 

many villages in the area, ISRD team further clarified to the 

participants that the research analysis showed that telecenter 

should be run by a local committee backed by 48%%u of the 
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interviewees during the market research. The participants also 

agreed to have their telecenter run by a local committee 

comprising people from different villages in the area. 

The participants were also briefed of the constraints to telecenter 

usage that were voiced by interviewees during the market 

research, Among them were: financial constraints, telecenter staff ill 

manners, high prices of services, sickness and disease and others 

barriers. The participants pointed out that the financial constraints 

should not be considered as a major issue since most people in the 

area will reserve some money to spend for telecenter services. 

Further, when participants were asked how they will improve 

revenue generated from the telecenter bearing in mind that the 

market research shows that projected running costs are greater 

than anticipated revenue generated annually by approximately 

MWK5 million. The participants indicated that the committee shall 

ensure that there is smooth running of the telecenter and that 

people are encouraged through the local leaders to utilize the 

services so that it should generate enough revenue. The 

participants expressed that they will enquire from the Member of 

Parliament (MP) for the area on how to get subsidy for the 

telecenter. lt was agreed that it shall be the responsibility of the 

management committee to look for funding from other 

organizations or be affiliated with other organizations which can 

fund the running of the telecenter. 

During questions and comments time, participants wanted to know 

how the committee shall operate if the implementing organizations 



shall have their own rules on how the committee shall discharge its 

duties. The participants were informed that the committee shall 

operate according to the needs of the community in compliance 

with the guidelines or best practices on how to run a telecenter. The 

participants were informed that there shall be training for the focal 

committee. This was a response to the question of whether there 

shall be any training for the committee bearing in mind that the 

telecenter is highly technical and the committee members may not 

have any technical competencies. 

The local people also wanted to know further requirements for them 

Io do once they have been informed of the feedback of the 

market research, To this end, it was explained that what is remaining 

is the finalization of the Telecenter Feasibility Study Document, 

Thereafter the document will be used to solicit funds from the donor 

community for the implementation of the telecenter. Once funds 

have been identified for telecenter implementation, telecenter 

local committee will be setup to oversee the implementation of the 

telecenter. 

The participants were also asked to confirm if the local committee 

shall compose 50%%uo women and shall be chosen by the villagers 

themselves. The local people confirmed to this composition. It was 

agreed that implementing partners will be allowed to be member 

of the management committee to ensure that telecenter 

implementation is done smoothly. 

During the discussions the participants pleaded with the local 

leaders that those selected to the local committee shaf( be based 
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on merit and without bias. On this issue, the local leaders pledged 

to facilitate setting up of a local committee on merit from different 

villages surrounding Kanduku 1 court, 

ln his closing remarks, T/A Kanduku thanked the lSRD team for the 

feedback and emphasized that the committee will comprise 

different stakeholders from different villages in the catchment. The 

T/A pointed out that the committee will be chosen not to repeat 

the same errors done by other Community Based Organisations 

(CBOsi who do not respect local leadership and hence hinders 

development projects in the area. The T/A emphasized that they 

welcome the project and will be cooperative for the 

implementation of the telecenter. 

Below are some of the pictures captured during the lSRD market 

research feedback at Mwanza — Kanduku area. 
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Figure 4, l; l ocal Leaders ~ho attended the meeting at Kandvku l Court 

Figure 4. 2. Emily Khamula Explaining ISRD Market Research Results 
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Figure 4. 3: Soustain Chigalv Explaining Telecenter Usage Seasonality Chart 

:4 W 

Figure 4. 4: Participants Being Treated to Hospitality During Break Time 
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Figure 4. 5: Women Participants Listening Attentively to the ISRD Market 

Research Findings 
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5. 0 CONCLUSSiON 

After thorough discussions with the local people in the three districts 

of the ilSRD project, the findings of the market research were found 

to be highly acceptable and reflecting on the local situation. This 

justified that the questionnaire based interviews were able to 

collect the right market information in the respective areas. The 

people were also keen to hear of the results as it showed their 

individual and collective voices were heard through the market 

research conducted in their communities. The local leaders and 

their people urged the stakeholders in the ISRD project to start 

implementing the telecenter project as soon as possible so that 

they can start to benefit from ICTs for their social and economic well 

being. 
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6. 0 FINANCIAL REPORT 

6. 1 RRA 2 8udget and Expenditure 

Expenditure for the RRA 2 activities amounted to US$2 202. 25 (equivalent 

of MA'K 293 800. 98) against a budget of US$2 200. 58 (equivalent of M~AtK 

293 592. 58). RRA2 activities involved feedback and reviewing results of the 

ISRD project market research in the three districts namely. Karonga, 

Kasungu and Mwanza. The main areas of expenditure were hiring of 

vehicle, fuel and driver allowances, hospitality during revie~ meetings, 

meals for local facilitators and subsistence allowance for two iSRO 

researchers, The budget summary is as shown in Table I and expenditure 

summary in Table 2 with explanatory notes. 

Description 

Ad hoc Daily Subsistence Allowance (DSA} for 9 days of the 
research team travelling (2 researchers to the three different 
districts at 40US$/day 

Transport 

Hiring 4 Wheel Drive Vehicle at MK8, 500 per day for 9 days 

Drivers allowances at MK2, 000 per day for 9 days 

Fuel 

US$ 

720. 00 

573. 40 

135. 00 

449, 72 

MWK 

96, 059. 52 

76, 500. 00 

18, 000 

60, 000. 00 

Hospitality during meeting in KARONGA district (meeting 15 
local authorities together with (40-50) people hospitality at 
US$50 per district) {1US$/person) 

Hospitality during meeting in KASUNGU district (meeting 15 
local authorities together with (40-50) people hospitality af 
US$50 per district) (1US$/person) 

Hospifalify during meefing in MWANZA districf (meeting 15 
local authorities together with (40-50) people hospitality at 
US$50 per district) (1US$/person) 

Meal allo~ance for the local facilifators at US$10/day per 
tacilitator (2 days per district) 

Total 

65. 00 

65. 00 

65. 00 

60. 00 

2, 200. 58 

8, 672. 04 

8, 672. 04 

8, 672. 04 

8, 004. 96 

293, 592. 58 

Table }: RRA 2 Budget Summary 
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NOTES TO THE EXPENDITURES 

The following should be noted 

i) The total cost for expenses for the Market Research excluding hiring of 
the vehicle have come up to MWK1293, S00. 9$ (US$2, 202. 25) 

ii) Daily Subsistence allowance for the two ISRD members was 
96, 059. 52 (US$720, 00) while allo~ance for the SS Rent a Car 
driver was MK18, 000. 00 (US$134. 92) 

iii) Cost of hiring vehicle from SS Rent a Car was MWK108, 922. 50 
(US$816. 41) 

iv) Expenses on fuel was MK50, 070. 00 (US$375. 30) 

v) Expenses for hospitality during meetings in all the districts came 
up to MK12, 244. 00 (US$91. 77) 

vi) Meal allowance for the local facilitators in the three districts 
summed up to MK8, 004. 96 (US$60, 00) 

vii) Other expense: Rental costs for the meeting venue in Karonga was 
MK500 00 (US$3. 75) 

Exchange rate for Malawi Kwacha to United States Dollar =- 

MWK133. 416=US$1. 00 





RAPlD RURAL APPRAJSAL 2 IRRA2) 
EXPENSES 

~a-rq 

PiROJECT; ICT FOR SUSTAINAS E RURAL DEVELOP 1ENT (ISRD) 

-TS FOR SUSTAlNABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT fvlACRAIICS-UNlDO PROJECT 

D HOC DAJLY SUBSTENCE ALLOWANCE (l3SA) TO COVER MEALS AND ACCOMODA~ lOh 
~R MEMBERS OF THE RESEARCH TEAM (13th TO 21st MARCH 2006) 

Name of recipient 

E. KHAklULA 
S. CHIGALU 

TOTAL. 

Amount in 
U$$40x 9 
nights 

360 
720 

Amount in MKW at 
US$40lnight x 
133. 416 x 9 ni hts 
K48, 029. 76 
K%8, 029. 76 
K96, 059. 52 

Signature 



I ~p ZCB. 

f 

RAPID RURAL AFPRAiSAL 2 {RR~ 
EXP ENSES 

@3 C('~ 

cP, ojECj. ECT FOR 5VSiAEIUAHLE RURAL DEVELOP/ IENT (ISRDj 
~l Ir ~ 

I 

~ 
~ j 

' 
FOR SUS TAiN&HLE RURAL DEVE OPMEN i MACRAiiCS-L'NiDO PROSPECT 

LLOVlANCE FOR SS RENT A CAR DRiVFR from 13th to 21 st MARCH 2006 

r, = of recipient 

IL 

Amoun t in 

US/ 1 4. 99lnig ht 
for 9 nights 

Amount in MKVl at 
MWK2, 000/night for 
9 nights 
K 1 8. 000. 00 

Date Sig nature 

&i, (r 

















RRA2 - MVfANZA EXPENSES 
~3Cfg 

PPQjECT: ICT FOR SUSTAiNABLE RIJPAL 0 VELOF&IENT (ISRD) 

~ FGR SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT h'lACRA/ICS-UNIDO PROJECT 

& L AL LO WAN C E FOR FAC ILITATOR 
ie 'of reci pien t Amount in 

US510/day 
Li S 510 

Amount 
IM KW/day 
K1, 334. 16 
K1, 334. 16 

ln Date Signature 
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Participants at teiecenfre feasibility study findings disseminafion workshop, 

29 May 2006, Profea Ryalls Hotel, Blanfyre, Malawi 

(Centre seated, Hon. Mrs. Patricia Kaiiati, MP, Minister of Information and Tourism, Seated 
3'~ from left, Mr Graciano Bertogli, ICS-UNIDO Deputy Managing Director) 



1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

MACRA in conjunction with ICS-UNIDO organized a one day workshop to 

present the findings of the telecenter feasibility studies that has been 

carried since May 2004. The workshop was officially opened by 

Honourable Mrs, Patricia Kaliati, MP, Minister of Information and Tourism. 

ISRD is a project that was initiated by the Government of Malawi, Ministry 

of Information and Tourism through MACRA with the aim to support 

Government efforts to reduce poverty and isolation of the rural 

communities by making accessible ICT enabled services through scalable 

and cost effective communication infrastrucfure: pilot multipurpose 

community telecentres in some selected rural areas in Malawi have been 

proposed. The selected catchments are Karonga-Lupaso in the North of 

Malawi, Kasungu-Mphepo in the Centre and Mwanza-Kanduku in the 

South of the country. The Malawi Government through the Ministry of 

Informafion also identified a fourth place, Thyolo-Goliati in the South 

whose feasibility studies were supported by MACRA. 



2. 0 SEAhlNAR PROCEEDINGS 

Attendance: The workshop attracted a total of 52 participants from fhe 

local communities, civil society organizations, government, privafe sector 

companies and the donor community representatives, 

Government: The Minister of Information and Tourism thanked ICS and 

UNIDO or assisting the government of Malawi in providing financial, 

technical and human resource capacity resources to achieve the results 

of telecenter feasibility studies in the three districfs of Malawi. The Minister 

assured the participants of the workshop that the Ministry of Information 

and Tourism will link with the Ministry of Mines and Natural Resources to 

ensure that the rural sites identified of piloting telecenters are connected 

to grid electricity. It was also emphasized by fhe Minister that the Ministry 

would want to see the pilot telecenters implemented as quickly as 

possible. The Minister wondered as to why government projects should go 
slow while private secfor projects move quickly. The Minister urged the 

implementation of telecentes fo emulate the. good example sef by the 

private sector in implementing projects, 

The Minister also urged MACRA to come up with a proposal on how the 

telecentre project can support WIV/AIDS programmes in the rural areas. 

This would also attract the Malawi National AIDS Commission (NAC) to 

support the telecentres as well. 

Health workers retention: Ministry of Wealth representative and also 

MACRA board member welcomed the results of the telecenter feasibility 

studies and observed that telecenters will encourage health workers to 

stay in the rural areas since communication will be easier for them and no 

need to run to urban centres. Getting people to work in the rural areas is 



very difficult for the health sector. Many times people migrate to the 

urban areas where basic services such as communication facilities are 

readily available. As such participants noted that introduction of 

telecentres in the rural areas will help the Ministry of Health and other 

government ministries to retain their staff working in the remote areas. 

Illiteracy level: Participants pointed out that the establishment of pilot 

telecentres shall face illiteracy challenges considering the illiteracy rate in 

the rural areas as well as that computer usage need a certain level of 

literacy. It was also observed that telecentres may be goocf place to train 

rural people to become computer literate. 

ICT Awareness: The participants also observed that people living in the 

rural areas lack awareness of ICT services. However it was also noted that 

the problem exists because there is lack of ICT sensitization and ICTs are 

not introduced in the rual areas. Once people in the rural areas are 

sensitized and ICTs introduced in their areas they will become active users 

of the services. 

Training: Training for the telecentre staff was recognized as one of the key 

success factors for proper running of the telecentre. Sustainability of 

telecenters depends heavily on the qualify of telecentre staff. Participants 

from ICT Association of Malawi and National Bank of Malawi who 

attended the seminar pledged that their Institutions will provide training for 

telecentre staff. If was further proposed that telecentre staff should be 

given good incentives and there should be a bond agreement with the 

telecentre staff to avoid migration of staff to other institutions, 



SDNP Coordinator was also concerned on staff retention at the rural 

telecenters, fearing that after training them they could go fetching 

greener pastures elsewhere. However the project consultant assured the 

workshop participants that the remuneration package of telecenter staff 

was considered in the feasibility studies, to be good enough to retain staff. 

Experiences sharing: A representative of SchoolNet Malawi who attended 

the seminar disclosed what SchoolNet Malawi experience in the rural 

areas has been. Participants were informed that SchoolNet Malawi faces 

more challenges since most of the times the people who use computers in 

the rural areas cannot maintain the computers when they malfunction. It 

was proposed that the agencies/Institutions responsible for implementing 

the telecentre project should get experience on how other institutions 

involved in rural development address challenges they encounter. 

SDNP Coordinator noted that the telecenter is promising to start big, 

however a lesson for SDNP who proposed the same big project, now they 

only have 5 POPs in stead of the many planned POPs some ten years ago. 

Sustainabiiity: Participants at the workshop were keen to know the 

sustainability of the telecenter project. It was explained that from a 
financial point of view the feasibility studies revealed that telecenters are 

not financially sustainable in the medium term. However, from a social 

and economic front, telecenters would be very sustainable. From the 

feasibility studies it showed that rural people can save up to US$250, 000 

per month for only the three sites and can also save up to 70, 000 working 

days per month for each of the catchment for using the telecenter. As 

such solution for telecentre sustainability emerges when one looks further 

than simple financial sustainability and widens the understanding of 



sustainability in such a way that it includes, besides financial sustainability, 

social, economic, political, cultural, and technical sustainability as 

elements of equal value. 

Ownership of the telecentres: Participants discussed the issue of ownership 

and concurred that sustainability will be assured if the telecentres are 

locally owned 

Maintenance of equipment: Participants pointed out telecentre 

sustainability would also depend on availability of personnel to maintain 

telecentre equipment once equipment fails. 

Security: Participants wanted to find out on telecenter infrastructural 

security and financial security, Traditionaly Authority Karonga assured 

workshop participants that as far as Karonga Lupaso was concerned, the 

project equipment will be safe, since the people there welcomed the 

profect. It was also elaborated that where communities are involved in a 

project, security and protection of equipment is assured. 

Public Private Partnership Praposal (PPP): Some participants ctoubted if the 

model would succeed arguing that private sector would always want to 

benefit out of the PPP. The project consultant explained that the private 

sector including telecom operators and banks would find a market with 

the PPP by penetrating info the rural areas. 

UNDP representative said that UNDP as a development partner 

welcomed the results of the telecenter feasibility studies and will support it 

in line with their development programmes. UNDP also highlighted that 

there were already cooperating with UNIDO on the same telecenter 



projects mainly focusing on off-grid teacher training development 

centres. UNDP said that it was more than willing to help in the 

implementation phase. 

MTL Deputy Director of Customer Services suggested that telecenters 

should provide integrated services. The Director refuted fhe revenues that 

the telecenters could generate in the rural areas saying there were far 

from being realistic. He advised the telecenfer project to start small to 

mitigate risks i. e. starting to offer voice services which are indeed in great 

demand for the rural areas. MTL queried the PPP on what the private 

sector would really benefit out of the partnership, MTL discouraged the 

use of VSAT arguing it is too expensive and can not be sustainable in the 

rural telecenters. MEL also encouraged MACRA and government to look 

for other avenues of telecenter implementation such as using already 

existing infrastructure such as Malawi Postal Corporation post offices 

which are spread throughout the country. 

Community Benefits: Digital Systems Limited a local IT company requested 

that the pilot telecenters should demonstrate direct benefit within the 

communities, apart from the external communication the people will 

enjoy. It was explained that with a telecenter, people should no longer 

travel long distances to send their messages within the communities, A 

suggestion was put forward that a community broadcasting radio could 

serve this purpose in the telecenter catchmenf. The company pledged to 

provide support of installing ICT equipment for I:asungu Mwanza and 

Thyolo telecenter sites, 



Energy: ESCOM briefed workshop participants that they are working hard 

to provide stable and reliable power in Malawi. ESCOM has embarked on 

a rehabilitation programme of its generation plants. It is also in the 

advanced phase of power interconnection with the neighbouring 

countries in the SADC region. ESCOM welcomed the project and said that 

it will make effort to electrify all the telecenters in the ISRD project. This will 

be achieved through the Malawi Rural Electrification Project (MAREP) 

where government is allocating enormous funding to provide electrical 

energy in the rural areas. ESCOM explained that it is also laying fiber optic 

cable from Blantyre to Lilongwe and the second phase will put fiber from 

Salima to Karonga within a rehabilitation programme. The optic fiber links 

will go along way to provide connectivity to the telecenters. ESCOM 

assured the participants that it will put all support to make sure that the 

telecenter project is a success in Malawi. 

Competitian: Participants cautioned that telecenters should not overlook 

at competition with other cyber-cafes, public call houses and other 

communication business existing or that may blossom in the rural areas. 

The project research team informed the participants that the estimation 

revenue for telecenters were benchmarked at capturing 50%%uo of the 

market, leaving the rest for other competitors, 



3. 0 PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNESHIP (PPP) 

A public-private partnership was proposed as one way of supporting the 

pilot telecentres to be sustainable in the long term. Private partners such 

as banks ICT/Telecorn operators which penetrate in rural and under- 

served communities have the opportunity not only to widen their 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policy but also to get business 

advantages: high value added services (such as market researches, 

product/service presentafionsI through felecenfers fhat are welf roofed in 

the communities. The competent lCT infrastructure in the rural 

communities could support their expansion and improve the interaction 

with a number of new potential customers with minimal investment and 

little risk. The partnership through a management committee would 

pursue social and economic local development and address specific 

intervention sectors such as innovation, education and financial or 

material assistance to the comrnunifies. 

With regards to this a series of meetings with possible partners were held 

and the summary of the discussion proceedings are summarized in the 

following sections, 

3. 1 MALAWI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 

MACRA ISRD team Emily Khamula and Soustain Chigalu met with the 

Malawi Telecommunications Limited (MTLI to discuss the proposed PPP. 

MTL was represented by Deputy Director Corporate Affairs, Director of 

Planning and the Director of Finance. MTL welcomed the telecenter 

project and was highlighted that fhey would provide bandwidth to 

telecenter sites. 
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For MT1 as a private telecom operator it said that it expects good 

average revenue per user (ARPU) for any infrastructural investments it can 

make to connect the telecenter sites, However MTL indicated that for it to 

make any investments in the telecenter sites it would need to do its own 

market survey to justify the investment. 

MTL also wanted to find out if there is any Universal Access Fund to help 

the private telecom operator to provide service in the identified sites for 

pilot telecenters. lt was explained to MTL that since now Malawi has no 

Universal Access policy, there is no Universal Access Fund for the provision 

of telecenter infrastructural services in the rural areas. MACRA lSRD team 

explained that the Malawi Government with the support of the World 

Bank is in the process of finalizing universal access policy as well as 

procedures for administering the universal access fund expected to be in 

effect by 2008. 

MTL was also briefed that the Government would attract the international 

community to fund the capital expenses for the telecenters and also 

noted that each donor comes with its conditions, Should the condition of 

the telecenter sponsors be on universal access fund model, the private 

sector would be asked to provide the service on this model. 

MTL said that it would not be interested to get involved in the running of 

the telecenters nor providing training to telecenter staff. MACRA ISRD 

team asked MTL to consider a franchise model where the telecenter 

would resale MTL services to the surrounding areas. lt was cited that this 

model was successfully deployed at Nakaseke telecenter in Uganda 

where the telecenter manages the provision of telephone services with 

the exchange equipment housed in the telecenter. MTL indicated that it 



may set preferential tariff for the rural telecenters in order to make the 

cost of communication services affordable to the poor rural people. 

On condition that MTL provide connectivity to the rural areas, MTL wanted 

to find out incentives that government would put in place fo attract it to 

invest in the rural areas, Among other issues MTL suggested the following 

incentives: 

a) Tax incentives 

b) Waiver on licence fees to connect the telecenters, ie. frequency 

fees 

c) Duty exemption on equipment to link the telecenters 

On connectivity solutions to the telecenter, MTI highlighted that it sees the 

opportunity to come in and provide the connectivity using the wireless 

local loop last mile, MTL disclosed that they have planed to install wireless 

local loop in fhe rural areas. MTL assured the team that it would not be 

difficult to reach the ISRD . project sites with radio system and provide 

capacity for the telecenter and surrounding areas. However, MTL strongly 

advised that the telecenters should desist from use of VSAT in telecenters 

arguing that it is expensive to acquire as well as to pay for the bandwidth 

costs. Use of VSAT would also require payment originating from the 

telecenters in foreign exchange hence loss of forex for Malawi. 

3. 2 NATIONAL BANK OF MALAWI 

A meeting was held between ISRD research team and ISRD Consultant to 

brief National Bank of Malawi on the proposed PPP. National Bank was 

represented by the Marketing Manager, Projects Manager and IT Support 

Manager. The PPP model was explained and its benefits to the bank such 

as using the telecenter for banking services research. The bank was of the 



opinion that telecom operators like MTL be involved in the PPP since 

communication services is their main business focus and they have an 

obligation to participate in such initiatives. 

The bank was also keen to see the scenarios of the benefits on how their 

support to the telecenters will translate to the social and economic 

welfare to the rural communities around the telecenters. From this point it 

was explained that telecenters would help people around the pilot 

telecenters save more than US$250, 000 and 70, 000 working days per 

month. However the bank wanted the lSRD project to provide tangible 

targets on economic indicators, ie. GDP impact arising from the use of 

telecenters by the rural people. The bank was also keen to see the ISRD 

project to justify socio-economic impact on the rural communities 

On the other hand the bank observed that it can support the telecenter is 

several ways including the following; 

i, Advisory services to small businesses 

ii. Micro-financing to communities around the telecenter 

iii. Give skills to run business for the communities around the 

telecenter 

The bank disclosed that it is also involved in a similar project, Compass 

Project working on natural resources conservation. 

Appreciating the crucial importance of the telecenter and the support it 

needs, the bank advised that a Foundation approach would be one of 

the models to use to solicit support for the project. On the other hand the 

bank proposed that the running of telecenters be left in private hands of 

entrepreneurs, The bank observed that business people are more 

dedicated and competent to run such services offered by a telecenter. 
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3. 3 FIRST hAERCHANT BANK 

A meeting was held between MACRA ISRD team, ISRD consultant and First 

Merchant Bank Information Technology (IT) Manager The PPP proposal 

was welcomed by the bank. The bank explained fhat it is already working 

with the rural people by their newly introduced service, Makwacha card. 

The card is used by farmers in the rural areas to receive their money from 

sales of their agricultural commodities. The Makwacha card operates 

using Point of Sales (POS) which have been widely installed in the country. 

The bank disclosed thaf it has been talking to donors to invest in the rural 

areas, 

The bank was also quick to point out that the design of the PPP should 

also consider protecting interests of the bank that may come in first to 

support the telecenter since the success of the projecf may lead fo many 

banks flocking to provide its services at one telecenter. The ISRD team 

assured FMB that participation of banks in supporting the telecenter will 

be so designed to protect the interest of the supporters at the same time 

making sure that the communities around the telecenters get maximum 

benefits out of the PPP. 

FMB observed also that other banks like Malawi Savings Bank (MSB) being 

supported by the Government and having huge investment resources 

would be very keen to take the opportunity offered by the telecenfer PPP, 

3. 4 STAN BIC BANK 

A meeting was organized to meet ICS-UNIDO delegation and MACRA 

ISRD team on the PPP proposal. Stanbic bank was represented by Head 

of Asset Finance and Corporate Finance. The bank representatives were 

informed that long term sustainability of thetelecenter project would need 



support of both the public and private secfors hence the proposed 

public-private partnership. 

Stanbic bank wanted to find out on the following questions: 

What specific role can Stanbic play in fhe telecenter project? 

ii. What banking products would be wanted at the telecenter? 

iii. Is the telecenter PPP first in Malawi or was tested elsewhere? 

If was explained thaf local banks would be required to manage the 

telecenter finances, The banks can also use the telecenter fo sell their 

banking products in the rural areas, 

Stanbic bank further explained what they can do for the telecenters: 

~ Manage cash inflows 

~ SME support 

Technological support 

~ Advisory services 

It was agreed that there is need to define fhe mutual interest of Stanbic 

and the telecenter project. Stanbic bank expressed that the success of 

PPP in telecenter can help to define the PPP model for telecenters that 

Sfanbic as a bank can use as a model in other countries it operates on. 

As a way forward Stanbic asked MACRA to prepare a specific proposal 

on the telecenter and what government is proposing to do with the 

telec enters, 



4. 0 WAY FORWARD 

From the proceedings of the workshop and consultations with the 

stakeholders the following resolutions and recommendations are made; 

I. The mandate of ICS-UNIDO for the ISRD project ended with the 

presentation of feasibility study findings at a workshop held in 

Blantyre, Malawi on 29 May, 2006. ICS-UNIDO through other 

channels will promote the results of the feasibility studies to attract 

possible supporters and donors for the implementation of ihe 

project, 

2. MACRA will coordinate on the forthcoming activities for the 

implementation of ISRD pilot telecenters. 

3, MACRA should submit written requests to potential donors to have 

an audience with them, discuss the results of the feasibility study 

and request such institutions to support the project: proposed 

organizations include Stanbic Bank, First Merchant Bank, National 

Bank of Malawi, NICO, Malawi Savings Bank, Malawi 

Telecommunications Limited, National Aids Commission, UNDP, 

World Vision International, Telecommunication operators, National 

College of Information Technology INACIT) and et cetera, MACRA 

should make formal requests to institutions who pledged to support 

the project and other interested and funding agencies for the 

implementation of pilot telecentre pilot telecentres. Dr Kelita 

Kamoto, MACRA Board member to be consulted on the 

preparation for NAC proposal, 



4. MACRA should provide seed fund for each telecenter site for the 

take-off of telecenter implementation. The fund would be used to 

set up the structure of the local management committee, training 

as well as other institutional arrangements. 

5. MACRA should coordinate and facilitate the formation of local 

management committee for each of the pilot telecenter as soon as 

possible and train the committees on management and fundraising 

skills. 
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5. 0 WORKSHOP FINANCIAL REPORT 

The workshop to present the findings of the feasibility studies was co- 

funded by ICS-UNIDO and MACRA. MACRA funded the extra casts of 

inviting some more important and relevant participants to attend the 

workshop and have their input heard and also attract potential support of 

the project i. e. from the banking sector, telecom operators as well as non- 

gavernmental organizations The cost of ICS-UNIDO for the workshop 

amounted to 978, 088, 00 MK. MACRA's financial contribution towards the 

workshop amounted to 370, 010. 75 MK, The summary of the financial 

expenses are summarized in Tables I (a) and I (b) below. 

Description of 
related expenses 

Provisional Budget Reference 

Conference hall 
MWK 

123, 840. 00 
USD 

900. 19 
QQNWWKj 

g"2 153, 7, refer to 
Annex 1 

Accarnmodatian 

Transport refund 

Subsistence 
allowance 

452, 394. 00 

247, 200, 00 

384, 000. 00 

3, 288 46 

1, 796. 90 

2, 791. 30 

r 

~. '. 53 988'':GGQG, 

gm„, , p~p, P 
r~, ]~jo80'$7~@, „' 

~~1, 4, , 1, 'O'. G7«. 

refer to 
Annex 2 
and 2c 
refer to 
Annex 2 
and 2b 
refer to 
Annex 2 
and 2a 

+Tothl)v ". , ;. ~$gPgg~~', "w, , g~&'i:~;=I!, g'b7-. , ':80k~'Oi9 
~s't', j p p~s /%4%"'A ($w ~p'Q ' $r|- 

e eOo'-; ; j, . . 7, ;1 28'::9, '%I' 

NOTE: The UN Official Exchange Rate for May 2006 was 1USD = 137, 9000 MWK 

Table 1 (a) — Summary of ICS-UNIDO Workshop Financial Expenditures2, 

' UN!DO Fxpenses include allowances for participants in the seminar (transport. accommodation, 
conference hall fees and subsistence allowances). 



Budget summary 

tTEhA 

Provisional 
Bud et 
hhWK 

"" 'ctvgl'. 5 

-, -NKK 

Accommodation 88, 272. 00 8 832&$ 
Transport Costs 
Refund 
Subsistence 

64, 000. 00 

1 1 1, 000, 00 

:VGG, '0~00, '(Q)5~', ;"""= 

& 
' Rgb, 00&&. ; 

-'. 370';00„1 Q~~7$~~ 

GG 

1. ~663//, '$4t 

Contin encies 5% 1, 318. 60 
. . ; dndgTofal~~&~ $26'. , -, 9DrbD, . "' 

NOTE: The UN Official Exchange Rate for May 2006 was 
1 USD = 137, 9000 MWK 

Table 1 (b) — Summary of MACRA Workshop Financial Expenditures~ 

' MACRA Expenses included allowances for 3ournalists, transport, accommodation and top-up allowances 
for i3oard Members and 'rh& olo participants, top-up alloivanccs for fvlACRA Secretarial staff, and top-up 
aiiov ance for drivers for the Ministry of Information and other institutions. 
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Notes to the budget summary: 

1. Transport refunds was fixed according to location of origin, Blantyre 

based participants were not refunded transportation costs, while 

those coming from Southern, Central and Northern regions of the 

country were refunded. 

2. Subsistence allowances were given to participants from outside 

B! antyre. 

3. Expenses for Thyolo participants were borne by MACRA as planned: 

this included travel, as well as accommodation. 

Accommodation, subsistence, transport costs for MACRA Board 

Members and Staff were borne by MACRA. 

5. Any expenses for extra participants which the Authority invited were 

borne by MACRA. 







Annex. 2r zcs-UNzpo Expenses (Participants Accomcrdadorr, Transport Refund, subsistence Allowance) 

Mo. Name 

1 Hon Patricia Kahati 

2 Mr. D. Chinva (was 
refxaced by Mr. K. 

3 Mr. E Tsirizeni 

4 Mr. Samute 

5 MA F. Mkandawire 
6 Mr, Mwafon o 
7 TA Karonga 

8 TA Wimte 

9 TEWChirwa 

10 KOmani Phiri 

11 Paul Kalilornbe 

12 Valeria Costa 

13 G Mangulen)e 

14 Ignatius Chidzula 

15 Themba Kana 

16 TA Kanduku 

17 Candiona Nakhumwa 

(replaced Mr. Chibonga 

Grganixabon 

Ministry of Information 
noT d 

M inisby of information 
and Tourism 

Minisby of Infurrnaticrn 

and a i m 
l4in of Local Government 

K a ISRD Facilitator 
Karonga Local Government 

Kasungu Lacal 
n 

Kasungu District Assembly 

Kasun u ISRD Facilitat r 

Mwanza District Assembly 

CISP Box LL 

ISP PrajeCt 

Mwanza ISRD FacilitatOr 

UNDP 

Hwanza Local Government 

NASFAM 

Address 

P/Bag 326 
U1 we 
P/Bag 326 
Lsd ngwe 

P/Bag 326 
Lilon we 
Box 30312 
inwe 

Bax 35 Kar 
Box 35Karon a 
Box 35 Karonga 

Box 44 Kasungu 

P/Bag 1 

Kasu 
P Ba 1Kasu u 

P/Bag 3 
Mw z 

P/Bag 392 
Li1o 

P, Q. Box 301 36 
Li'lo we L 
Private Bag 3 
Mwanz 
Box 30135 
Lfio 

P/Bag 3 
Mwanza 
Box 30716 
Lhongwe 

Subsistence 
(MK) 

See Annex 2a 
far support/ng documentation 

10000. . »3 

10000. 
10000. 00 

10000 
10000. 

10000. 

1000D. 

10000. 

(MK) 
See Annex 2b 

for supporting dacumentation 

16000. 00 

000 

16000. 00 

0. 0 

16000. 0 

16000. 0 

Accommodation 
(MK) 

See Annex 2c 
for suppalbng dacurnentatian 

22068. 

11034. 

11034. 

] 1034. 

22068 
22068. 0th 

22068, 00 

22068. + 
22068. 

22068. 
11034. 

22068. 

22068. 00 

11034. 

22068. 

11034- 

11034. 

18 Ken Chfangulo 

19 E Sabelli 

20 Neo Michael 

21 ti 5 Mdswe 

22 Dr P Nyirenda 

23 Aidan Gumeni 

24 tucious Qfeni 

25 Thames Senganknafunje 

26 CharleS Govati 

27 Charles Kawerawera 

TGTAL 

italran Consulate 

CISP Box LL 

Min af information and 
Tauri m 
MatawiSDHP 

M BC 

Malawi Polytechnic 

Chancellor College 

IO Association of Malawi 

Malawi Paiytechnic 

&err 30716 
Likrn we 
Box 40 
LDon w 
P/Bag 392 
Li we 
P. Q. Bax 372 
Lrkxr 

Box 31762 
Chichiri 
Box 30133 
Chichiri 

P, Q. Box 37078 
Ch' iri 

Bax 280 
Zom 
P. Q. Bax 506 
Lr1 w 

P/Bag 303 
Cl ychiri 

0. 00 

5000. 00 

5000. 

5000. 00 

5000, 

10000. 

5000. 

19 5000. 00 

0. 00 

0. 00 

0. 0 

16000, 00 

0. 00 

13&000. 00 

22068. 

11034. 00 

0. 

0. 

353088, 







Lilongwe, l 9'" September, 20G6 

To whom it may concern 

K)L)g& 43& . o f Q. 'IA ~p k~&~~ +. I+r~~, acknowl edges receipt of 
de4 

subsistence allowance by bank deposit amounting to MK. . )U. ~. . . . . , . from MACRA 
on the lSRD feasibility study findings presentation that I attended at Ryalls Hotel in 

Nantyre, Malawi. 

Yours faithfully 

)Qt t ) ggC}3 













































6VEST ACCOUViT 

2SS&f HANNOVER AVULSE 

io. Box zi 
BlAHTYBE 

HALAWg 

S et. 
raw 

(=Zt'y5) OI 820 955 
(-:265) Ot 827 OOO 

PROTEA HOTEL 
"' "'"'"'"' ""'" 

RECALLS 

GUEST ltaruc 

' 

Rhoni ytunchee 
' 

Type Recount lturnber ' 

fogo . 

I' I "I ~ 

~ I 

Vaucber'. ytrder tyucuber 
tu 

'. . !tace 

v. s c. ~ys. ! ill '. 7 

Oeocriptioa 

l pi 'crit 
hcnocnrt -. - ' alt? Sutta 

?"a;, L't. =c. " 'r. 'i)liltOt . j 1t?7'd &~s ?l. ? 

Ssutaa Code gate 

Surete Surnntaty 

ties hnlootis 
I 

- Surtaa 
I 

rota? Arnourn 

Regardless oi charge instcuctions, che abort signed GUEST undertahes pcrsonat 
liabiticy lo all debts incurred by him or her — rscnla notst— 

Account payable 
on protentation 



Annex 3: I4ACRA Expenses (Beard Members, Th yale Partiri pants and 3ournalists) 

C Chipala 

Organization 

MACRA 

MACRA 

Address 

P/Bag 261 
BI n 
P/Bag 261 
In 

Subsistence 
(MK) 

10000. 0 

Fuel 
(HK) 

23000. OG 

Accommodation 
(MK) 

25343. 8 

Mr. O Bagus 

3ahn L Mungoni 

Leonard Odala Kayaye 

Board 14ember 

Board Member 

Thyolo Distrk'I Assembly 

P/Bag 261 
I 

P/Bag 261 
8 r 

IGMO. G 

10MO. G 

10000. 

l 6000. 00 25201 QO 

2300 G. O 0 OP 

O. P 

10 

12 
13 

15 
16 
17 
10 
19 

22 
23 

Dyson Nkorna 

T A Chimaliro 

Mr PK Chabuia 

Mr Ts'x izeni 
3 Srclh' a 
W Kai 
Erk Mhan o 
0 M Bala e 
A Chilambula 

Clement Chinoko 
Emmanuet Chlbwana 

T Katetea 
Ml 

Chifundo Mkwanda 

5 even Mkweteza 
Ali S s Idi 
Oan M kdca 

Isaac Chisi 

Ronnex Chiwanda 

Thycdo lSRD Local Facilitator 

ThyOlo Local Gavenment 

Mini af information 

Mini of Information 
Kar a Dist Assemb 
Mwanza Dist Assembl 

NASFAM 

EPS D 

m D sbkt Assam 

Journalist 

Journalist 

Jourrkl list 
3ournalist 

Journalist 
Joumakst 
Journalist 
Journalist 
Journalist 

Lilon we 

Karon a 
Mwanza 

Li we 

10000. 0 

5000 
5000. 

500 

500. 

0 
500 0 

500. 0 

0. 0 

O, O 

00 

00 

0 00 

11034. 00 

11034. QO 

00 

00 

000 

000 

00 
00 

25 
26 

OWI S Chawanda 
Andrew Kalea 

31 
32 
33 

Richard Chirombo 
Joe Kaodza 
Simeon P Abraham 
Kandwanl Ada el 5 

Votamu 

27 Gatie enda 
itum r Salanl 28 

29 Pameta Mlo ni 

Journalist 
Journalist 
Journalist 
Journalist 

malist 
~mal' 
JournaSst 
Journalist 
Journalist 
Journalist 

00 
0. 

00 

00 

00 

GO 

00 

35 Chikumbutso Msa 

Komani Phiri 

Ludlas Khangamwa 

Journalist 
Kasun u I RD Facilitat 
Malawi Posts Corporation 

P Ba I xasun 
Box 602 

00 
0. 00 

1897 

Dieter Nazitwere 

S. Mlune 

E Khamula 

James Chlku Kaphale 

S. Chigalu 

O. Alii 

Bruce Zamaere 

Badarudin Manscor 

Charles Kamoto 

Items il Chinguo 

Stephen Nyenyezl 

Ba xton Magombo 

Sweeny Chimkanga 

I Chipezaani 

5 Mdala 

C Chipingz st 

Mr I Billy 

Hr. W Chalxda 

J Kaunda 

TOTAI. 

SchoolNet Malawi Trust 

MACRA 

MACRA 

MACRA 

FIACRA 

MACRA 

Malawi Open Source Sooety 

Telekom Networks Malawi 

Telekom Nebvorks Malawi 

ESCOM 

Malawi Telecamms Ltd, 

Television Malawi 

Teledsicn Malawi 

t4ACRA SeCretar iat 

MACRA Secretariat 

MACRA Secretariat 

MACRA Secretariat 

MACRA Secretsriat 

Drgitat System 

P Bag 281 

P/Bag 261 
n 

P/Bag 261 
r 

P/Bag 261 
BI n 

P/Bag 261 
8 
P/Bag 261 

I n 
P/Bag 261 

I r 

P/B+ D45AO 36G 
I n 

Box 3039 
I n 

Box 3039 
8 
Box 2047 

I rl 

Box 537 

P/Bag 26S 
Bl n 

P/Bag 26S 

Bax 261 
In 

Box 261 
n 

Privace Box 26 I 
n r 

PnVate BOx 26l 
Bl r 

Private Box 261 
n r 

Private Box 261 
I 

5000. 0 

10000. 0 

5000. 0 

5000, 0 

5000. 0 

5000. 0 

50IIO. OO 

5000. 0 

5000. 0 

500 G. OO 

5000. 00 

5000. 0 

5000. 0 

SON. O 

5000. 00 

5008. 00 

225 00. 00 

O. 

0. 00 

0. 00 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

O. OO 

0. 0 

70000 QO 

0, 00 

0. 00, 

0. 0 

000 

0, 0 

0. 0 

0 00 

0. 0 

74510 


